
PRIMARY SOURCE KIT NO. 1 (1948-1998)
1948-1998 (UNWCC Awochi Case, with a note
about Dutch Archives Restrictions)

This file contains a copy of the Awochi case as

published in the United Nations War Crimes

Commission Reports (1947)

It includes a researcher's post-it note that poses a

question about other Dutch cases being classified

PRIMARY SOURCE KIT NO. 2 (1998-2006)
1999-2006 (Danny Friedmann’s request and
access Dutch records, Censorship of Historical
Thought photocopy of select pages with note,
CUHK funding)
This file contains a copy of a library request form in

Dutch. A researcher, called Danny, has written

translations that indicate the files he sought are still

classified. 

It includes pages from a book titled: Censorship of

Historical Thought with a researcher's note

indicating how Batavia Trial cases are classified and

will be declassified by 2007.

It also includes a copy of the Awochi case, with a

note from his friend, Yuma, who tells him that it is

the only case that has an English translation.

Danny's notes indicate that he is interested in

pursuing a translation project with funding from

"CUHK")

FACILITATOR'S NOTES
BATAVIA TRIALS PRIMARY SOURCE EXERCISE



PRIMARY SOURCE KIT NO. 3 (2007-2014)
2007-2014 (CUHK Project file of translated
cases, First Page 2014 Article)
This file includes an excerpt /English translation of a  

Dutch case of enforced prostitution against

Japanese military and civilian defendants. It is one

of several cases translated by CUHK students in a

project led by Danny Friedman.

A one-page snapshot of the CUHK research records

reflects the citation on Danny's 2014 publication.

PRIMARY SOURCE KIT NO. 4
2015-2019 (Griselda Molemans Book flyer,
Exhibit#1725, Doc. 5770 IMTFE)
This is a flyer for the new book by Griselda

Molemans, a Dutch journalist who has done

research on other Dutch cases involving Japanese

military sexual slavery

It includes copies of a sworn statement by a Ditch

victim from the records of the Tokyo Trial

(International Military Tribunal for the Far East)


